
MUVE Friend Card
Application form         

                     
I support the Fondazione Musei Civici di Venezia through the  purchase 
of the following MUVE Friend Card:

Standard: 45 €

Reduced: 25 €*
*(for students up to age 26, in-service teachers, residents and citizens of the City of Venice)

Payment made at the ticket office of  

Cash                         Credit card     Web

Personal details

Name*

Surname*

Place and date of birth (dd/mm/yyyy)*

Address*

Postcode *    City*

Profession

E-mail *    Phone

Privacy Briefing
The MUVE Friend Card is a nominal pass granting free entrance to permanent collections of the Fondazione 
Musei Civici di Venezia. Among other benefits, invitations to all the openings of temporary exhibitions (and 
then, when an exhibition is opened to the public, reduced ticket), special initiatives and events, organized only 
for MUVE Friend Card holders, and newsletters to be informed about all the activities of the Fondazione Musei 
Civici di Venezia.
Activities, special events and invitations are communicated via email or mail and in the same way new benefits 
will be announced.
Briefing art. 13 D.Lgs. 196/2003, please note:
1. Personal information requested is used exclusively forthe supply of services linked to the Muve Friend Card, 
and to identify the member by the Fondazione’s staff.
2. Fields with asterisks are obligatory ( the following data: NAME, SURNAME, BIRTH PLACE AND DATE, 
ADDRESS AND EMAIL) so the refusal to fill them will make it impossible to deliver the MUVE Friend Card.
3. Personal data supplied by the user will be handled by the Fondazione’s staff; These data will not be disclosed 
to third parties for any purpose except for activities connected to the Fondazione. 
4. The holder of the treatment is “Fondazione Musei Civici di Venezia” S.Marco 52 - 30124 Venice. The 
responsible of the treatment is the Executive Secretary.
5. Those involved may avail themselves of the rights as stated in art. 7 of D.Lgs 196/2003. The update, 
integration or cancellation can be requested at any time by contacting the Holder or the Responsible of the 
treatment, writing an email to muvecard@fmcvenezia.it. 

With your signature you agreed  to the previous briefing.

Date    Signature

Fondazione
Musei Civici di Venezia
Piazza San Marco 52
30124 Venezia
T +39 041 2405211
F +39 041 5200935
—
REA 348432
Registro Persone Giuridiche n. 401
CF / PI 03842230272
—
www.visitmuve.it
—

Palazzo Ducale
 
Museo Correr
 
Torre dell’Orologio
 
Ca’ Rezzonico
Museo del Settecento Veneziano
 
Museo di Palazzo Mocenigo
 
Casa di Carlo Goldoni
 
Ca’ Pesaro
Galleria Internazionale d’Arte Moderna
 
Palazzo Fortuny
 
Museo di Storia Naturale
 
Museo del Vetro
 
Museo del Merletto


